In Defence of the Constitution of the United States.
The honorable.
Respect is earned not granted with a position of office. I respect the position of office, but not the person
unless they fill that position respectfully.
Political office is a Representative position, not a leadership position. If a representative refuses to
represent the people in support of the constitutional laws, the people have a right and obligation to remove
that person from office. We the People are the government of the United States and we have the right and
obligation to sustain and defend the Constitutional law of this land.
The Constitution of the United States is the “Supreme Law” of this land.
Article VI, Clause 2 of the Constitution reads: This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which
shall be made in pursuance thereof; and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of
the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the judges in every state shall be bound
thereby, anything in the constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding. This is what is
known as the “Supremacy Clause.”It declares that only those laws and treaties made in pursuance of (i.e.,
in accordance with) the Constitution “shall be the supreme law of the land.”This clause draws a clear line
between constitutional and unconstitutional laws. Only constitutional laws (i.e., those that are in
pursuance of the Constitution) are the supreme law of the land, as opposed to unconstitutional laws (i.e.,
those that are not in pursuance of the Constitution), which are not the supreme law of the land.
Keep in mind any laws you choose to make that are in violation of the supreme law of the Constitution of
the United States are invalid, and as such the people nor other elected representatives of government
positions are obligated to abide by them.
The bill HB 4005 is completely unconstitutional. I need not address any particular parts of the bill.
The bill has nothing to do with prosecuting criminals, and everything to do with removing the God given
right to self defense and a outright violation of our Second Amendment rights. The Second Amendment
states: “...the right of the people to keep and bear Arms shall not be infringed.” This bill would be a total
infringement!
There is a communist takeover in progress here in America through the Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR) which has been underway since the early 1900’s. For good insight on how this has come about see
“The President Makers” by Don Fotheringham. Another great well documented resource on communism
in America is “The Naked Communist” by: Cleon Skousen available at Amazon Kindle.
The United Nations is behind this push to disarm American citizens, as they are doing the same
throughout the world.
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4.2 UN Programme of Action
In the United Nations Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small
Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects (UN Programme of Action), all UN Member States commit
themselves

a) “To adopt and implement, in the States that have not already done so, the necessary legislative
or other measures to establish as criminal offences under their domestic law the illegal […]
possession, stockpiling and trade of small arms and light weapons within their areas of
jurisdiction, in order to ensure that those engaged in such activities can be prosecuted under
appropriate national penal codes” (part II, paragraph 3);
(See attachment 1 for the full document)
From The New American: “According to the text of the latest draft of the agreement, the PoA will serve
as an “international instrument to enable states to identify and trace, in a timely and reliable manner” the
small arms and light weapons that are the target of the scheme.
In practice, this means that the governments of member nations (including the United States) should
create a massive, all-inclusive database of all parties that manufacture, own, sell, trade, or transfer arms
and ammunition.”
The article further states “To assist member states in the implementation of the disarmament and
stockpiling of the prohibited small weapons and light arms in the hands of anyone other than approved
government entities, the PoA places the enforcement of the provisions “into the operational activities of
United Nations peacekeeping missions.”
In other words, should the Congress and the president fail to begin seizing and stockpiling privately
owned weapons “in a timely manner,” then the UN will deploy blue-helmeted peacekeeping troops to
assist in the operation.”
Do we really want foreign troops on our land taking away the only defense we have left against
communist takeover?
The communists always lie, or cheat to get what they want!
From The Daily Signal: “To Promote Gun Control the UN Changes the Rules”.
And I would add the UN is run by communists, the US and Israel are the only 2 countries involved who
voted against this PoA movement.
There are some representatives who knowingly are pursuing the agenda of this takeover, they have
connections and the financial support of George Soros, Michael Bloomberg, and others within the
CFR. Others are mere pawns in the game blindly following the so called progressive, or civil justice
movements, not knowing the real forces behind the overthrow of our constitution and republic, and
blinded to the devastating results a socialization of America would have on their freedoms.
We are a Republic for a reason. In our republic the Constitution of the United States is the Supreme Law
of the land. We are not a democracy; majority ruled democracies always turn into tyrannical forms of
communism where the laws can be changed at any time by the ruling elitists. Democratic majority rule
has always failed.
I am calling upon every representative of this Senate Judiciary Committee to vote against this bill HB
4005 as it is an out right violation of our Constitution and places in jeopardy the freedoms of every
american within this State of Oregon and this Nation.
Should you choose in favor of this bill We the People of this Constitutional Republic are obligated to
remove you from office, by vote or whatever means necessary, out of defense for the preservation of the
Constitution of the United States of America, our freedoms, our families and our freedom of religion.
Sincerely,

Mark E. Smith

